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ABSTRACT
Craft practices such as needlework, ceramics, and woodworking have long informed and broadened
the scope of HCI research. Whether through sewable microcontrollers or programs of small-scale
production, they have helped widen the range of people and work recognised as technological and
innovative. However, despite this promise, few organisational resources have successfully drawn
together the disparate threads of scholarship and practice attending to HCI craft. In this workshop,
we propose to gather a globally distributed group of craft contributors whose work reflects crucial but
under-valued HCI positions, practices, and pedagogies, Through historically and politically engaged
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work, we seek to build community across boundaries and meaningfully broaden what constitutes
innovation in HCI to date.
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Figure 1: Collection of crafting tools to
support integrated electronic textile making [18].

Figure 2: Making Core Memory [25] a design inquiry into the invisible work that
went into assembling core memory, an
early form of computer information storage initially woven by hand.

BACKGROUND
Craft is on the move. HCI scholars take up craft tools and procedures to broaden the range of
people involved in technology development [7, 12, 16–18]. Historians of technology seek out craft
metaphors as a means of countering dominant engineering histories [9, 30]. Digital humanists enlist
craft practices to elevate bodily engagement with computational analysis (e.g., [11, 21, 23]). Whether
through sewable microcontrollers or programs of small-scale production, ceramics or woodworking, an
attention to craft practices has helped widen the range of people and work recognised as technological
and innovative.
However, despite the growing promise of scholarship at the nexus of craft and computation, the
conversation has remained disparate and diffuse, consisting of a broad and largely disconnected array
of activities, programs, and pedagogies. The work occupies categories as broad as electronic-textiles,
critical craft studies, and digital fabrication, and appears in conferences across the humanities and
design (recent symposium: [1]). Just as the terms of innovation have undergone recent and widespread
revision within a range of craft scholarship [10, 26, 30], a material turn within the humanities and social
sciences has pointed the important role of embodied, material practice in the work of human-computer
interaction [3, 25]. Now it is the moment to bring these conversations together.
To gather and extend recent debates at the interface of craft and computation, we propose a
one-day CHI workshop that addresses emerging contexts, materials, and methods. Whether through
the study of maintenance, needlecraft, or computer-aided design, we examine craft as a crucial site for
reworking the artefacts, tools, and settings through which longstanding legacies of e.g. coloniality and

industrialization unfold. By turning to craft, we seek to not only recognise crucial but under-recognised
forms of cognitive and manual labour but also intervene in the wider social, political, and historical
structures that bind them. This workshop builds on a substantial body of HCI scholarship examining
the form and nature of craft practice. From the early work of Blauvelt, Wrensch and Eisenberg
investigating computational tools to support physical making [5], to initial calls for considering craft
practices as sites for exploring technological appropriation [24], we build on the growing integration
of craft and computational practice. This work has included the introduction of a diverse palette of
craft materials for interactive explorations [17], the development of innovative hybrid solutions, such
the integration of traditional hardware components into textiles [4, 19, 20], the use of digital tools to
support procedural fabrication [8, 15], potentials for repair, unique and preciousness [27, 28, 31] and
the prototyping of their relationships in diverse contexts such as the classroom [6, 14]. Underlying
these computational innovations sits a body of HCI scholarship attending to craft competencies and
environments as sites that hold lessons for interaction design (e.g. [22, 29]).
Less prevalent within these domains has been an attention to longer legacies of colonialism,
industrialisation, and geopolitical change entangled with craft practice. Such processes actively shape
the contemporary landscape of computational labour and manufacturing that craft interventions
grow within (see, for example [16, 30]). It is with these broader historical, political, and economic
forces in mind that we turn to our thematic discussions. With this backdrop, we consider what HCI
might learn from crossing boundaries in and around craft practice.
Figure 3: Hybrid carpentry, featuring a 3D
printed nylon12 joint for stool’s wooden
legs [13].

Workshop Themes and Addressed Issues
In the sections that follow, we describe the organisation of our workshop across three central themes:
artefacts, tools, and environments. The themes serve to focus our workshop discussion across different
scales of craft and computing entanglements. At each stage, we attend to the roles that craft plays
alongside the wider transnational flows, colonial heritages, and forms of industrialisation on which
they rely. We use the phrase "HCI craft" as a shorthand to refer to the spectrum of computing projects
(tools, systems, infrastructures) that explicitly engage, extend, or rework craft techniques.
Artefacts: The Objects of HCI Craft. With this first set of questions, we examine the material, cultural,
and geopolitical status of the HCI craft object. Such artefacts render a host of historical commitments,
lived values, and future imaginings visible or invisible[2]. Attending to both their material form and
their surrounding social worlds, we explore their capacity to inform and disrupt existing bodies of
knowledge. For example, we ask:

Figure 4: Sonic Lace prototype: Textile
speakers crafted by using traditional
Tenerife Lace technique.

• What form does the computational take in and around HCI craft objects?
• What characterises the material flows producing and produced by HCI craft objects?
• Whose legacies gets silenced / recovered through the circulation of HCI craft objects?

Tools: The Implements, Devices, and Machines of HCI Craft. With this second set of questions, we
consider the particular configurations of technique, collaboration, and imagination enabled by new
computational apparatuses around craft. In this work, we explore not only what types of technological
work is made possible but also how craft tools shape the gendered, classed, and racialized dimensions
of computational labor [18, 25].
For example, we ask:
• What specific tools enable and facilitate HCI craft?
• How do the tools reinforce stereotypes about who is considered innovative / noninnovative?
• How do the tools challenge or rework those stereotypes?
Environments: The Sites of Craft and Computation. With this set of questions, we examine the particular
sites in and through which HCI craft unfolds. In mapping these sites, we aim to think within and
beyond the studio, lab, or makerspace to the wider trasnational and industrial relationships on which
such spaces depend. For example, we ask:
Figure 5: Re-interpretation of copy:
Sewing of "Gazellles" written by the
ottoman poet Mihri Hatun (16th century).
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• What environments legitimate craft practices within spaces of computation and innovation?
• How do HCI craft environments configure labour and what labour gets seen and valued?
• How do different environments open or foreclose opportunities for HCI craft?
Workshop Goals
This workshop is dedicated to gather and help define the field of scholarship and practice around
craft and HCI. We aim to facilitate a wide-ranging discussion of emerging interests and concerns across
the thematic categories of artefacts, tools, and environments. This work includes diverse approaches to
the development of computational technologies around craft as well as deep empirical and theoretical
investigations of craft legacies. The workshop connects an international and interdisciplinary group
of researchers, craftspeople, artists, designers, and theorists from within and beyond academia. In
particular, we aim to:
• Gather a community of scholars and practitioners examining the entanglement of craft and
computation with the hope of scaffolding intellectual development and community.
• Create a road-map for future scholarship and practice.
• Produce an exhibition and online repository of our work for the CHI 2019 audience and beyond.
The output of the workshop will be a point of reference for new research endeavours connected
to crafts and HCI. Its multidisciplinary foundation builds on a rich existing HCI tradition around
electronic-textiles, making, and digital fabrication to impact a broad array of connected practices and
disciplines.
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ORGANISERS
The workshop is organised by a group of researchers that are themselves active in the field, both
through practice and theoretical work. They contribute diverse geographic and pedagogical perspectives to the intersection of crafts and computation, laying ground for the inclusive and holistic
orientation of the workshop. See organiser details on the sidebar.
WEBSITE
The workshop website https://craftcomputerinteraction.net will accompany the workshop through all
stages. In the pre-workshop phase, it will promote the workshop to a diverse community of interested
researchers and practitioners as well as facilitate the submission of the position papers. During the
workshop it will serve as a platform for information and exchange among workshop participants. After
the workshop, the website will showcase workshop results to a wider online audience of researchers
and practitioners interested in HCI craft. It will further be used for networking and community
building around the workshop theme. The website will also host an extended list of references relevant
to the workshop in order to guide future submissions and help contextualise the field.
PRE-WORKSHOP PLAN
This workshop intends to attract participants with a core interest in HCI craft. To create a sustainable
community, we consider it important to include not only academics such as HCI researchers, but
also craftspeople, industry representatives, and members of arts and design communities within
and beyond HCI. All organisers are actively involved in HCI craft, collaborate with (or belong to)
active crafts communities, and have significant experience organising related workshops and events
(including numerous CHI workshops). The Call for Participation will be distributed through their
networks spanning a wide geographic and thematic area and aiming at high quality and diverse
position paper submissions. In addition, the call will be distributed to a selection of relevant mailing
lists in the field (CHI, TEI, DIS) and hosted on the workshop website.
The organisers will review all submissions and select participants to the workshop with regard
to: (1) relevance to the workshop themes, and (2) diverse representation within the field. Based
on submissions, the organisers will prepare an overview of emerging categories for in-workshop
discussions. Arrangements will be made with the conference organisers to ensure a possibility to
exhibit the workshop results during the conference. See details on the sidebar.
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE
Connected to the theme of HCI craft, the organisers will approach the workshop goals in two ways.
First, we intend to produce an exhibition with curated workshop submissions. The exhibition will be

Workshop Timetable
• 09:00 - 09:15 Welcome and introduction
by the organisers into workshop theme
and topics
• 09:15 - 10:30 Participants present their
submission, 3 min each, and connect
them to the categories they see fitting.
• 10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break
• 10:45 - 11:15 Moderated group discussion on submissions and connected categories
• 11.15 - 12:30 Break out discussions on
specific categories. Group forming based
on participant topical interests
• 12:30 - 13:30 Lunch Break
• 13:30 - 15:00 Continued working in topic
break-out groups, Creating a collage or
curating of projects relevant to the category and contextually framing them
• 15:00 - 15:30 Coffee Break
• 15:30 - 16:30 Presentation and discussion
of break out group results, preparing of
the workshop exhibition
• 16:30 - 17:00 Closing discussion and
wrap-up, identifying future work and
steps
• 17:00 After workshop get-together, informal exchange and discussions

on display throughout the CHI conference, creating a tangible starting point for the establishment of
a broader HCI crafts community. Second, the exhibit will include an accompanying booklet, which we
will produce and distribute based on the workshop discussion. By holding the workshop for one day
with 20 participants, the organisers will seek out a diversity of positions and make time for exchange
among all participants. Participants are expected to make a contribution in 2-4 pages (open format)
and bring a crafted artefact related to their proposal to the discussion. The conference will energise
a growing repository of artefacts and approaches around HCI craft that will live on the website for
wider visibility. See detailed timetable on the sidebar.
POST-WORKSHOP PLAN
After the workshop, organisers will update the website to relay the workshop outcomes and discussions,
including documentation of the exhibition and the accompanying booklet. To communicate the
outcomes and foster future collaboration, the organisers will establish an initial HCI craft community
email list. The organisers also aim organise a special issue of the ToCHI Journal dedicated to artistic
research and crafts. Selected workshop contributions will be invited to submit full papers to this
journal. Together the website, exhibition booklet, mailing list, and special journal issue will help
expand workshop discussions well beyond the confines of the conference event.
CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
The one-day CHI 2019 workshop Troubling Innovation: Craft and Computing Across Boundaries aims to bring together practitioners and scholars working at the intersection of craft and
computation. In this workshop, we gather a globally distributed group of craft contributors whose
work reflects crucial but under-valued HCI positions, practices, and pedagogies. Whether through
the study of maintenance, needlecraft, or computer-aided design, we examine craft as a crucial site
for reworking the artefacts, tools, and settings through which long standing legacies of coloniality
and industrialization unfold. Through historically and politically engaged craftwork, we seek to build
community across boundaries and meaningfully broaden what constitutes innovation in HCI to date
and possible futures of Craft and Computation.
We call for participants from diverse backgrounds including but not limited to creative activity,
technical research, and critical scholarship in the social sciences interested in present, future and
speculative perspectives on:
• Artefacts: The Objects of HCI Craft
• Tools: The Implements, Devices, and Machines of HCI Craft
• Environments: The Sites of Craft and Computation

Please read the full workshop abstract for details about workshop setting and goals. To apply,
please submit a 2-4 page position paper / annotated object / craft portfolio in any format by 12
February 2019 through our website. Please also plan to bring a physical artefact (or documentation
thereof) related to your submission to the workshop. At least one author of each accepted position
paper must attend the workshop and register for at least one day of the conference. Please check
https://craftcomputerinteraction.net for further information and to join our newsletter.
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